INPUT DEVICE - ONE ‘ENTER’ BUTTON - WIRELESS TRANSMITTER

HIGHLIGHTS: BUTTON WORKING - EVERYTHING FITS

NEXT: SCHEMATIC DRAWN
OUTPUT DEVICE - WIRELESS VIDEO RECEIVER - LCD

HIGHLIGHTS: WIRELESS VERIFIED TO 35 FT

NEXT - CASE SCHEMATIC DRAWN
FRIENDLY CHARACTER - ACTUAL VS CONCEPT

HIGHLIGHTS: CHARACTER PROGRAMMED  NEXT: FUR LIKE TEXTURE ADDED
REVIEW
WHATS NEXT...

INPUT DEVICE - ASSEMBLED
FOR 10/01/07

OUTPUT DEVICE - POWER CIRCUIT
FOR 10/03/07

FLASH - DETAILED ENVIRONMENTS
FOR 10/05/07
IN THE FUTURE...

INPUT DEVICE FINISHED -
FOR 10/10/07

LCD ENCLOSURE COMPLETE -
FOR 10/20/07

FLASH HOME ENVIRONMENT COMPLETE -
FOR 10/17/07